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The document is in a professional format, using
quality typography.
Consistent style
Flow
Professional mathematical notation in LaTeX
Appropriate use of technology
Discussed the mathematics in student’s own words
Quality and creativity
The document includes appropriate references.
Gave proper reference
Consistency in citations
Used appropriate references
The writing integrates depth via the extent of
the connections or the mathematics.
Research, analyze and reflect on discipline-specific materials. The idea is to incorporate different levels
and areas as appropriate to investigate mathematical
knowledge from MAT 4140 in order to recognize the
development of mathematical ideas from the past and
the breadth of mathematics covered in MAT 4140, its
impact on mathematical study, and its relation to the
global mathematical community
Mathematical depth and rigor
Mathematical connections
Introduction
Why did you choose this topic?
Connections to other class(es), if any
History, Modern Connections, and Applications
Differential Geometry of the topic from 4140 HW 6 or
HW 7 or equivalent
***Accommodations in the determination of the final grade will be made for extenuating circumstances,
such as those that are documented to prevent you from turning in work early or on time, including the level of
achievements in the learning targets.
Advice from Previous Students
• It is easy to forget about it. Block a regular time in your schedule for homework.
• Make sure the topic you choose for the course project is something you are interested in. If it isn’t, you can
change it at the end, but it is better to choose something good from the beginning.
• Remember that some weeks will have less homework than others. Spend any spare time on the course
project so that your last weeks of class are not too crazy. The workload overall was fine.
• Dr. Sarah has set up the course project to be completed in steps to help you. Take advantage of these and
her help. I hadn’t realized that I could bring coding problems in to her office hours.
• Do not procrastinate and keep a regular checking period of the syllabus.
Star Wars TM and c Lucasfilm Ltd., Twentieth Century Fox, Walt Disney and its companies. For educational
use only. I adapted the idea from my friend Amy Ksir at the Naval Academy.

